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SPECIAL TREATMENTS

HYDRATING MASK EXTRA 15 ultra moisturizing mask
15 EXTRA HYDRATING MASK is designed to give a 15 minute wellness lid gives
flexibility and hydration to the hair. Its particular fragrance melon wrapped in a feeling of
extreme physical and mental wellbeing, creating a moment of relaxation.
method of use : 15 EXTRA HYDRATING MASK must be applied on the hair washed
and kept in place for 15 minutes. Allows 3 different reconstruction techniques : SOFT, with
the help of a hot towel, REGULAR with the help of the plate and foil, STRONG with the
help of the plate and foil according to the method Emmediciotto.
package : tube of 250 ml and 1000 ml bottle.
09 OLD SOLUTION
Code of relaxation for tired and stressed hair
Reassessing the old experiences, Emmediciotto proposes a method and a gesture
appropriate to our times. Use extracts of natural materials that prepares the hair for the
contemporary living.
09 OLD SOLUTION is a cream made ??from natural substances deprived of the chemical
aggressive : the result is an extremely sweet, with a great power of reconstruction. Since
the first application hair will look brighter and elastic so they seem longer.
method of use : 09 OLD SOLUTION is distributed over the entire length of the hair to
reconstruct the structure, then applying it every week you get a magnificent achievement.
Ideal for waiting : apply the cream covering it with a shower cap and leave it for 20 minutes
under a heat source.
package : 150 ml tube.
20 FOR SCALP TREATMENT
mask for the skin - before and after color
20 FOR SCALP TREATMENT is an important mask to the skin. It is a spray that forms an
invisible film on the skin and protects the scalp from irritation making it fresh and hydrated,
ideal pre and post color. 20 FOR SCALP TREATMENT promotes the balance of the
technical work and restores the natural balance.
method of use : before treatment (color, permanent, etc...) spray carefully to protect the
skin from irritation and after the treatment to apply to washed hair and leave on for 5
minutes to calm irritation and rehydrate the skin.
package : glass bottle of 100 ml.
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